
CONVERTIBLE TOP FABRIC 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention is directed to convertible top fabrics, and more 

specifically to a convertible top fabric which has advantages in appearance, 

weatherability, cleanability, sound insulation, and resistance to abrasion. 

Background of the Invention 

Convertible tops in the past have been made from fabrics such as 100% cotton. 

These fabrics simply did not hold up for long periods of time. Thus, the term "rag 

top" evolved. Advantages have been obtained by using synthetic or polymeric yarns 

in the fabric, however, for the most part, there are unresolved problems with 

cleanability, appearance, and the like. 

Several solutions have been offered, most of which provide some type of 

coating on top of the fabric. For example, in the Dalbec et al. patents Nos. 5,147,713 

and 5 324,577, a single ply convertible top formed of a polyester and cotton fabric 

coated with a polyvinyl chloride coating. Similarly, in the United States Patent No. 

5,385,774 to Cramer et al., a convertible roof material includes a lower fabric layer 

(headliner) formed of one of several types of synthetic yarns and an upper layer 

formed of polyacrylonitrile yarns. The upper layer is dip coated with a florine- 

containing polymer such as tetrafluoroethylene. Such improvements suffer from a 

severe disadvantage in appearance, in that they do not retain a defined weave 

appearance in the outer layer. 

Summary of the Present Invention 

The present invention, therefore, is directed to the broad concept of an 

improved convertible top fabric which exhibits a woven design appearance, while at 

the same time provides improved weatherability, cleanability, insulation to sound and 

resistance to abrasion. This is accomplished by providing a fabric for the outer layer 

that is formed, to a significant extent (at least 25%) of polymeric clad or shielded 
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yarn The "coated yarn" may make up 100% of the fabric, it may be used in the warp 

alone or along with other softer yarns, the fill alone or along with other softer yarns, 

or in the warp and the fill alone or along with other softer effect yarns. These yarns 

improve appearance because they give a carbon fiber look. They improve 

5 weatherability and resistance to abrasion because they have a harder surface. They 

improve cleanabi.ity because they do not absorb dirt and oil. The sound insulate 

occurs because these yarns are heavier and thicker. 

The outer layer of fabric is then combined with a headliner or interior layer of 

fabric which may be a conventional headliner fabric. The outer layer and inner layer 

10    are connected by an adhesive waterproof interlayer. 

This convertible top fabric, which is in reality a laminate, then provides an 

extremely attractive convertible top that retains the different weave appearance, 

provides superior weatherability, a much more c.eanable surface to the extent a white 

top can be made with woven fabric, is significantly quieter from exterior sound, and 

15    an improved abrasion resistance, which is one of the major reasons for failureof 

convertible tops. 
It is therefore an aspect of this invention to provide a convertible top with a 

defined weave appearance, yet which is quieter, retains good characteristics of 

weatherability, cleanability and resistance to abrasion. 

20 Other aspects and a fuller understanding of the invention will become apparent 

from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment along with the 

accompanying drawings in which: 

25 

Rripf Description of the Drawings 

Figure 1 is a partial schematic perspective of the convertible top fabric 

according to the present invention; 
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a typical weave pattern of special 

yarns and effect yarns; and 
Figure 3 is a sectional view taken substantially along lines 3-3 in Figure 1 

30    illustrating the various layers in the laminate. 
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nailed Description of Preferred Embodiments 

Turning now to a description of the preferred embodiments, as stated 

hereinabove, the invention herein lies in a new convertible top fabric illustrated at 20 

in Figure 1. which includes an outer or upper fabric layer 22 formed at least partly 

of polymeric coated core yarns; a conventionally formed inner lining 24, and a 

connecting layer 26 of a waterproof adhesive material, which connects the outer layer 

22 and inner layer 24. 
The heart of the invention lies in the makeup of outer layer 22 which, as 

previously stated, is at least partially formed of polymeric coated core yarns, 

sometimes referred to as a composite yarn. The coated yarns 30 (Figure 2) should 

make up at least 25o/0 by weight of the outer fabric, although these yarns 30 

(sometimes referred to herein as "specialty yarns") could make up as much as 100/c 

of the content of the outer layer. The remaining yarn 40 (sometimes referred to as 

"effect" yarn) in the outer layer is some conventional type of yarn utilized in 

convertible tops, typically such as acrylic, modacrylics, polypropylene, polyethylene, 

and one of various polyesters. 
The specialty yarn, or the polymeric coated yarn is preferably a polyestercore 

coated with an extruded polyvinyl chloride coating. Such yarns are presently 

available from Twitchell Corporation of Dothan, Alabama, Pfeiffer Corporation of 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and Engineered Yarns of Coventry, Rhode Island. The makeup 

of coated yarn 30 is such that the core can range from a denier of 70 to 1200 while the 

denier of the coated yarn can range from a denier of 500-3500. In addition to 

polyester, other fibers or filaments for the core may be selected from the group of 

nylon, acrylic, fiberglass, aramids, olefins, and carbon fiber. In addition to the 

5    polyvinyl chloride, other resins which may be used to clad the core yarn are nylon, 

olefins or thermoplastic olefin elastomers, urethane, EVA, polyester, ionomers, 

polyphenylene sulfide, po.yethersulfone, fluoropo.ymer, po.yethertone, and liquid 

crystal polymers. 
The coated yams generally are known and currently manufactured for other 

,0    purposes. They are formed by threading a core yarn through a defined size opening as 
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m„„e„ polymer exits an extrude, theteamund. The coated yam is then cooied by 

water and wound on a package. j„f^lvMer 
The headline, or inner lining 26 is a fabric conventionally formed of polyester, 

cotto„, or some combination of cot,on/po,yes,e,. While it is no. believed .Mother 

fibers are currently being used for headline*, it is entirely concetvablc m o* 

fibers could be used. The headline, fabric is generally woven, but,, could posstbly be 

non-woven or knitted. 
Tfie connecting laye, 24 scves to both adhe,e the outtr and m,e„o, headlme, 

together, as we,, as ,o maRe the en.i,e ftbtic 20 watetpnaof. Materials currently bemg 

JL fo, .his laye, a,e mbbe, and .homoplastic o,efi„s (TPO o, TPE). Umthane 

adhesive technology could also be used, but is no, cu„e„.,y used «o adhera mne, and 

note, layes of convertible .ops curtly being made. The tubbe, o, olefin ,s 

exfiosion coated o, sp,ead coated onto the ondoside of the oute, laye, 22 as ■ ,s an 

inverted position. The inne, fining 26 is men applied and the ou.e, and mne, hntngs 

wi«h .he connecfing laye, 24 therebetween art- fed through ptessom ,olle,s as .he 

connecting laye, dries. 
As illustrated in Figurt 2, in the conduction of the outer fabrtc 22, .he fabnc 

is preferably woven, however some types of knit conduction might conceivably be 

liable, in a ptefced fo,m, the coated yams 30 and effec. yams 40 a,e al.cma.ed 

in both the warn and fill as il.nstrated in Figora 2. Howeve,, i, should be tecogntzed 

,ha. many variations of this weave design a,e available. For example, ttte coaKd 

yams conld be induced into the watp alone, into the fill alone, 0, the coated yams 

Id make np a„ yams in the wa,p and fill. The only tequitemen, behoved necessa,y 

is that thete be at leaa. 25% of the .oral weight of the coated yam. 

ta the following .able, various sizes of .he coated yam a,c illustrated: 

EXAMPLE " DENIER OF CURL \ ARW 
TOTAL DENIEK 

~~ 1 
The core yarn is 70-100 denier polyester 

coated with polyvinl chloride 

600-700 

L_ 

the core denier is 220 denier polyester 
M«t^ with polyvinyl chloride 

1500 
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" The core denier is 50U aenier pulyoU,. 
coated with polyvinyl chloride 

2035 

3173 

tzd 

"The core denier is 10U0 denier polyester 
coated with polyvinyl chloride U— —! 
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,„ ,„e fabric MM in Figure 2 *ey warP includes al.erua.iug warp yarns 

o(the Example . coa,ed yams and 650 deuier air je. ,ex«u,ed Black soiudou dyed 

po.yes.er. The warp yarus are introduce, in ,he rauge of 20-80 yams per mch, 

relubly abou, 60. The flu yams are aiso a„ema,ing yams of me same * 

described wim respec, .0 the warp, excep, drey are iuflodueed ,u .he rauge of ,8-50 

picks per inch, preferably about 34. 

tex,ure<. BUCK soiaflou dyed po.yes.er in„od»ced a. 60 ends <«*) per ,„cb The 

f,„ yams are ail of .he coated type iutroduced a. 34 p.cks per ,uch (.8-50) The fill 

Example 2 above. A„ema«lng fill yams have a differeut color coauug for aes.heflc 

PUrP0St third fabric coustructiou iucludes warp yams which are a„ 300 deuier air je, 

.extured Black solutiou dyed po,yes.er induced a, 60 ends (45400, per mch. The 

fi„ yams are a„ coa.ed yarus of Example 2 (pearly platinum color, ,„.roduced at 40 

a8-5o,r:ir™^ 

dyed black acrylic iurroduced a, 60 (45-100) euds per inch. The fill yams are a. 

!1 yams of Example 2 (pearly pladuum color) iutroduced a. 40 (.8-50) P* per 

inCh' A fiflh fabric coustructiou iucludes warp yams which are al, coated yams of 

Example 2 (white color) introduced a, 66 (20-70) yams per iuch. The fill yarus are 

Tan c Jed yams of Example 2 (white color, iu.roduced a. 30 (1.50, ptcks pet 

inCh'   Obviously, the yams per iuch in .he warp aud iu .he flll may vary depending 

0„ ,he weigh, of me fabric warned aud ,he denier of yams quired. While me deu.er 

of the effee, yarn may vary widely from ,he denier of ,he coa,ed yarns, . <he 
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preferable embodiments, it is believed that the effect yarns and the coated yarns 

should be approximately the same size or weight. 

As previously stated, it is believed that the convertible roofing material of the 

present invention exhibits advantages in the areas of visual appearance, abrasion 

resistance, sunlight/UV resistance, cleanability and reduction of noise. Visual 

appearance is primarily a choice of the purchaser. The deaner appearance of the 

fabrics of the present invention have aroused considerable interest in automobile 

manufacturers and is one of the primary factors for using this product. The product 

exhibits a substantially cleaner and more pleasing appearance. As far as noise 

reduction is concerned, the fabric of the present invention has exhibited a reduction of 

1-2 decibels in the transmission of noise therethrough versus the current acrylic 

fabric. Other criteria for product acceptance include the ability to maintain original 

color and physical integrity for many years of exposure to UV or sunlight. Secondly, 

since the convertible top folds on itself and is stored when the top is down in a very 

confined space, it must have excellent abrasion resistance from fabric to fabric 

rubbing. Thirdly, the top is exposed to considerable dirt, soiling agents, and the like 

in use and must be cleanable to its original appearance over many cleaning cycles. 

The following examples are evidence of how the product according to the present 

invention meets or exceeds current testing criteria in these three critical areas. 

First of all, as to the testing for sunlight or UV resistance, the test are 

conducted according to SAE J1960. While J1960 requirements differ from one 

vehicle manufacturer to another, generally passing the J1960 testing exposure of 

1140KJ means that the fabric must not fade to a DeltaE of greater than 3 tested by 

optical color computer or decrease the tensil strength less than 50% of the original 

tensil strength. In the above samples, when the polyvinylchloride coated yarns 

(hereinafter referred to as "vinyl") were used in both the warp and fill or when the 

vinyl yarns were used in the warp solution dyed acrylic was in the fill, it exhibited a 

DeltaE of 1.5 or less while maintaining a tensil strength of at least 75%. However, 

when the vinyl warp was combined with a filament solution dyed polyester fill, while 

the DeltaE remained less than 1.5, the tensil strength in the polyester direction was 

only 59% of the original. Even when the vinyl/vinyl and vinyl/acrylic combinations 
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were exposed at 1500KJ, both samples test at a DeltaE of 2 or less and maintain 

above a 70% level of original tensil strength. This exhibits very good sunlight/UV 

resistance. 

The second criteria is abrasion resistance which is tested industry wide by 

5    Martindale Abrasion Testing Method ASTMD496698. Martindale testing may be 

used to evaluate the difference between the weight of the fabric before and after 

testing or to measure the difference in appearance (change in shade) before and after 

testing. Obviously the test sample is subjected to abrasion. Each automobile 

manufacturer has a different pass/fail criteria depending on how tightly the 

10    convertible top is compacted into the automobile well when the top is down. Tests 

pass/fail very greatly from less than 15,000 Martindale cycles on some automobiles to 

more than 100,000 cycles on some expensive European models where the top is very 

tightly packed in the down position. To achieve the 100,000+cycles, a topical 

additive is applied to help lubricate during the abrasion. The additive actually may be 

15     extricated early in the life cycle of the topping fabric in a washing/cleaning operation. 

M The Martindale testing is done without topical 
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additives. Comparisons of various products are set forth in the following table: 

100% solution dyed acrylics 

(previous product) 

50,000 cycles pass 

Vinyl warp/vinyl fill 70,000 cycles pass 

Vinyl warp/polyester filament fill 80,000 cycles pass 

Vinyl warp/acrylic fill 70,000 cycles pass 

All samples in the above test pass at 100,000 cycles with various topical additives. 

The third test is cleanability. The soil test generally used is the Ford 

Cleanability Procedure PN12-1 and PN112-08. In this test a fabric sample is soiled 

by a consistent method and then the fabric is cleaned. The fabric is scanned by 

colorimeter both before soiling, while soiled and after cleaning. The scan provides a 

reading. Colorimeter readings are compared before soiling and after cleaning. The 

vinyl/vinyl fabric exhibited a substantially superior cleaning result over the 

conventional acrylic/acrylic fabric. 

While preferred embodiments of the invention have been described 

hereinabove, it is apparent other changes and modifications might be made without 

departing from the scope of the invention which is set forth in the accompanying 

claims. 
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